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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

General Background

When introducing themselves, auditors are faced

with the situation whereby they have to explain the nature of

their profession. They realize that the public, including

people in managerial positions, mix up auditing with other

professions such as accounting, consultancy, tax reviewing,

or internal auditing. Auditors feel that the nature of auditing

is abstract and remote from the public, and they have to

explain primitive characteristics of their services that other

professionals such as lawyers, engineers, or doctors do not

have to explain.
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On the other hand, companies' officials and

employees wonder what auditors do in their offices and

complain about the need for the numerous requests and

questions that auditors raise.

In many cases, auditors are astonished and feel

flattered when the public, including managers and owners,

overestimate their role in uncovering errors or irregularities.

Auditors always try to ascertain that their job is not

just detecting frauds or errors, but to give opinion on the

fairness of accounts. However, they do not always insist on

this assertion because it undervalues their role in the eyes of

owners, and they always leave the questions unanswered:

-what do our auditors do?

-What is their responsibility?

-Is this a standard situation?

-Are the feelings of auditors elusive or true?

-Is this controversy normal?

-Are there serious variances between the public and

auditors?

-What is the extent of these variances?

-Did anybody try to solve these discrepancies?

-Do symptoms of variances in understanding the nature of

audit appear in the local market only because of lack

in education?
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With all the above, the war in Lebanon

ended and new investors showed interest in opening new

businesses in order to benefit from the Post War

construction period. International banks are showing interest

in acquiring shares in the Lebanese banking sector or are

planing to open branches in Lebanon. New companies have

been established or are in the process of being established;

"Solidere" is a representative example. This company is

subject to public accountability as the number of its

shareholders exceeds twenty thousand investors'. In

addition, given its huge amount of capital that exceeds one

billion eight hundred million American dollars 2 , the company

bylaws stipulate the necessity of appointing one or more

auditing firms. In fact, two international auditing firms have

been appointed for the first three years3. On the other side,

the international audit firms are showing interest as well, in

order to re-activate their businesses. Some of these firms

have already started operations.(ex. Arthur Andersen,

KPMG, and Coopers who have associated their names with

William Mitri).

Al Shark Newspaper 26-4-1994.

2 A Nahar Newspaper 29-04-1994.

1 Constitutional General Assembly Decision #3/ 5-5-1994.
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Moreover, the Lebanese government is in the process

of activating the stock-exchange market. Companies 4 which

are allowed to go public should have three years of audited

financial statements published. Companies should be

associated with reputable auditors in order to give or add

credibility to their financial statements. Above all, the most

important action taken by the Lebanese government has

been the promulgation of a law regulating the profession of

Certified Public Accountants.

Need for the Study

It is evident that what auditors do is different than

what the public believes auditors should do. The research

reported here extends those conducted by international

researchers. Based on review of literature and interviews

with experts, it seems that the "Audit Expectation

Performance Gap" is becoming an important phenomenon in

Lebanon, and that it is imperative to investigate and direct

attention to it.

Al4  Nahar 27-08-1994.
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General Statement of the Problem

Auditors, on a daily basis, communicate

information in various ways to public. But evidence suggests

that sometimes even the most educated users of auditors'

services do not always understand the information that they

receive.

A historical overview of the audit profession reveals

an ongoing and persistent misunderstanding between the

public and auditors. Throughout history, collapses and

failures of companies were associated with litigious

environments and caused failures of auditing firms as well.

The role of auditors has been questioned in many occasions

and auditors were obliged to defend themselves and to incur

costs in millions of dollars.

Several organizations and bodies (AICPA, GASB,

FASB, AAA,IFAC, IADC) were created to set rules and

regulations to standardize audit assignments, and to guide

practitioners. Moreover, these professional bodies have

tried to clarify the auditors' function through issuing

communications to the public. The most important of these

communications is the famous Auditor's Report and the ten

auditing standards.
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The requirement to publicize the Auditor's Report

has put auditors face to face with the public. Thus public

opinion has become so important as to inspire and influence

the accounting professional bodies in conducting their duty

and to focus their concern on changing continuously their

professional standards in order to meet public expectation.

In the public judgment, auditors should serve as a

corporate watchdog to investors, and their duty is to

anticipate business failures and to detect fraudulent acts.

However, auditors believe that the promulgated standards

govern their performance and their responsibility is confined

to detect material irregularities only. In this respect, books,

research papers and journal articles were written in an

attempt to reconcile the differences between the public and

the accounting bodies. The writers have discovered the

existence of a problem in communication between auditors

and the users of the audit report. This problem has been

referred to as the "Expectation Gap.'

A similar expectation gap exists in the local market

between the Lebanese public and the practicing auditors.

The Lebanese users were accustomed to local auditors who

play the role of the accountants, internal auditors, tax or
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social security consultants at the same time. The magnitude

of the gap can be seen clearly when Lebanese users shift

from local auditors to auditors affiliated with international

auditing firms. The international auditors feel that a wide

gap exists between themselves and their clients, and feel

that they should educate the management of their clients

about the auditor and the auditing profession.

Owners of small organizations see auditors as

their accountants and expect them to prepare financial

statements and tax returns. On the other hand, chairmen of

big companies expect their auditors to provide consultant

services and to perform 100% checking or testing. In

addition, lawyers see auditors as expert accountants who

are responsible for manipulating any transactions for the

benefit of the company. Moreover, employees see auditors

as inspectors employed by the owner or the government in

order to uncover their mistakes or illegal acts.

University business professors are well educated

about the audit profession and know the responsibility of the

auditor. However, this knowledge might be theoretical rather

than practical since most of proffessors do not work on the

field and face actual problems.
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The feelings of auditors in the local market is an

actual one rather than an illusion. This feeling is a reflection

of a long problematic history between auditors and the

public. This problem has been dealt with for many years

especially in the United States and Britain and and this

paper addresses this issue in the Lebanese context.
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Research Question and Hypothesis

Research Question

- Do individuals of different professions look at
auditors from different perspectives?

Hypothesis

In Lebanon, There are variances in the views of
different professions about the auditor's role and
responsibility.
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Definition of Terms

What is Auditing5?

"Auditing" is defined as a process by which a

competent, independent person accumulates and evaluates

evidence about quantifiable information related to a specific

economic entity for the purpose of determining and reporting

on the degree of correspondence between the quantifiable

information and established criteria.

"Criteria" are forms of principles that auditors must

follow. In auditing a company in the United States, auditors

should evaluate whether the company's financial statements

are prepared according to the "Generally Accepted

Accounting Principles" (GAAP). Similarly, financial

information prepared in other countries should follow either

local accounting requirements or the International

Accounting Standards (lAS) and consequently auditors

should ascertain the application of lAS in the preparation of

financial information.

Arens, Loebecke. Auditin g , Fifth Edition. 1991.
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"Quantifiable Information" can take many forms; a

balance sheet, a fund in a not-for-profit organization, or a

government construction contract etc.

The "Economic Entity" is the legal entity such as a

corporation, a partnership, or a governmental department.

"Evidence" is any information gathered by the auditor

to determine whether the quantifiable information is prepared

in accordance with the prescribed criteria. Evidence can

take the form of either oral testimony of the companys

directors, or a written communication from a third party, or

an analysis performed by the auditor.

Auditors should have three basic characteristics.

They should be "qualified" to analyze the criteria just

mentioned and "competent" to evaluate the type and

magnitude of evidence. These two characteristics will not be

adequate and valid unless auditors possess "independent

mental attitude." Independence should not be understood in

absolute terms; it is a goal which should be attained and a

state which the auditor should always preserve.

The product of the audit process is the audit report

which communicates the findings to the users of the

quantifiable information. The report if issued, should always

include the auditors opinion on whether the quantifiable

information are in accordance with the established criteria.
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Auditing can be conducted by individuals, local

firms, or international firms. Currently there are six

international firms whose origins stem mainly from the

United States and the United Kingdom.

Auditors are distinguished with different titles such as

Certified Public Accountant (CPA), Chartered Accountant

(CA), Public Accountant, or similar names. However, they

all represent external independent auditors, and should not

be confused with internal auditors, accountants,

governmental tax reviewers, or others. Moreover, auditors

may provide services other than auditing such as

bookkeeping, tax or management consultation, compilation

or review of financial statements, and many others.

However, these services should not be mixed up with the

original function which is to provide an independent opinion

on the fairness of the financial statements.

In Lebanon, auditing is being conducted by

individuals, local firms as well as international firms with a

minor market share.
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Limitations of the Study

One part of this research is based on articles and

papers, all of which are written by foreign writers and are the

result of experiences of foreigners who practice and write in

their homeland and have adequate references and statistical

data. The researcher is depending on their studies which

were conducted in environments characterized by stable

economies and stable legal institutions which are different

than ours.

Legal institutions in Lebanon were paralyzed. For

almost 20 years, and with the exception of establishing a

new association for public accountants as previously

indicated, no new legislations have been promulgated

regarding auditing, accounting or finance. Consequently,

local auditors are not living in litigious environments as

auditors do in other countries. Above all no new research

and statistics have been published regarding corporations,

auditing, finance and others.

Corporations in Lebanon are not real ones. In most

of the companies, the shareholders are close family

members who are in the top managerial positions. The

owner-manager concept is still dominant and the main

management objective is to increase the net worth of
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owners and decrease their tax liability through maintaining

of an "ever losing" or a "break even" corporation, that is a

corporation which reports low profit levels for tax purposes.

In such an environment, the auditor who is a compulsory

legal requirement, seems not to be needed except for

servicing tax purposes and the users of the audit report and

the audited financial statements seem not to exist. In many

instances, audit fees seem to be an unnecessary burden on

the share holders. It has been noted that big companies go

to small local auditors in order to avoid uncovering to others

the owners' tax liability or illegal acts.

In our environment there are auditors; however, the

users of the audit report are not our public. They are either

non-resident holding companies who have resident

subsidiaries, or the Lebanese tax authorities. The concept

of audit is not as yet clear. However, among the small

number of audit interested groups a gap exists which is

partly due to the undefined role of the auditor.
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Chapter Two

Review of Literature

The literature relevant to the expectation

problems in auditing is extensive ranging from empirical and

experimental research to analysis of legal judgments and the

work of various professional and governmental

investigations. This chapter summarizes a part of the above

literature covering empirical studies and theoretical analysis

of the "Expectation Gap" problem.

A review of daily newspapers and of business and

financial journals over recent times leaves little room for

doubt that auditors throughout the English speaking world
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are facing a liability crisis and a credibility crisis6 . In the

United States and Britain, criticism and litigation are still the

main aspects of the audit environment. These aspects

reveal that a difference exists between how the society

expects auditors to perform and how auditors are actually

performing7 . The litigation  and expectation gap have a long

and persistent history such as financial scandals of Barlow

Glows, Polly Peck and BCCI and the companies collapse in

New Zealand stock market crash 9 in 1987. All the above

problems have raised the issue of the expectation gap

debate. The central issues incorporated within it, such as

fraud detection, auditors independence, public interest

reporting, and the meaning of audit reports, have not only

remained unresolved since the emergence of the term "Audit

Expectation Gap" in the 1970's, but also have a history that

is as long as that of company auditing itself1 ° (Humphrey et

al 1992).

6 Russel,G. "All Eves on Accountants." Times: 21 Apr. 1986: 72.

Porter, B. "An Empirical Study of the audit Expectation Gap in
Britain" Accountin g and Business Research: Vol.24,No.93.
1993: 49-68.

8 Humphrey, Moizer and Turley. "The Audit Expectation Gap in
Britain: An Empirical Investigation." Accounting and Business
Research: Vo123, No 91A. 1993: 395-411.

9 Porter, B. "an Em pirical Study of the audit Expectation Gap in
Britain" Accounting and Business Research: VoL24,No.93.
1993: 49-68.

'°Humphrey, Moiser and W.S.Turley. "The Audit Ex pectation Gap -
Plus ca change, Plus G'est la même chose." Critical
Perspectives in Accounting: Vol 3. May 1992: 137-161.
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Stockholders, depositors and others dealing with

failed banks, savings and loans associations, and

government bond dealers were affected by current business

failures. These business failures are due to deceitful

transactions, unstable economic situations, weak

management or a combination of all these. The public's

discernment sees that auditors should have discovered the

fraud and acknowledged that failures were impending and

certain measures were to be taken to make sure that the

public were given notice on time. Hence, in the public's

opinion, these business failures have become related to the

audit failures, being fair or not. The congressional

investigators joining together with the public asked for every

business failure:" Where were the auditors 11 ?"

What is the "Expectation Gap?"

What is the expectation Gap? What do

investors and financial statements users expect from

auditors?

It appears that Liggio' 2 was the first to apply

the phrase "Expectation Gap" to auditing. He defined it as

the difference between the levels of expected performance

Connor,J. "Enhancing public Confidence in the Accounting
Profession." Journal of Accountancy: 1986: 76-83.

12 Liggio.C.D. "The Expectation Ga p: The Accountants Waterloo.
Journal of Contemporary Business: Vol 3. 1974: 27-44.
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"as envisioned by the independent accountant and by the

users of the financial statements." This definition was

extended a little in the Cohen's Commission 13 . The

commission was charged to consider whether a gap may

exist between what the public expects or needs and what

auditors can and should reasonably expect to accomplish

However, it is considered that both of the above definitions

are too narrow in that they do not recognize that auditors

may not accomplish "expected performance" or what they

can and reasonably should . They do not allow for

substandard performance. It is submitted that the gap which

gives rise to criticism of auditors is that between what society

expects from auditors and what it perceives it receives from

them. It is therefore more appropriately that the audit

expectation gap be defined as the gap between society's

expectations of auditors and auditors performance as

perceived by society14.

Epstein and Geiger 15 have simply explained

the nature of the term by saying: Investors and

financial statement users both agree that it is

l3 Commission on Auditors' Responsibilities, Re port, Conclusions
and Recommendations. Cohen Commission, AICPA, New
York: 1978.

14 Porter, B. "an Empirical Stud y of the audit Expectation Ga p in
Britain." Accounting and Business Research: Vol.24, No.93.
1993: 49-68.

'Epstein, Marshall Geiger. "Investor views of Audit Assurance:
Recent Evidence of the Expectation Ga p." Journal of
Accountancy: Jan. 1994: 60-66.
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important to have audit in financial reporting.

Auditors, however, over the time, were expected to

give various degrees of assurance for different

purposes. Difference in perception-especially to the

assurance given - between users, preparers and

auditors" have been referred to as the "Expectation

Gap". Epstein and Geiger have analysed the gap

from its emergence throughout history as follows:

From 1850 to 1900's, auditors were bound to

give total assurance against fraud and bad

management. Since the audit profession grew and

developed, the beginning of the 1900's witnessed a

move from fraud detection of amounts and

operations to verifying fairness in financial statement

reporting. This move is partly due to the growth of

volume of business operations ( making fraud

detection less feasible) and the introduction of a new

important player in the business world, the

shareholder. Corporate shareholders and other

outside business parties became more and more

dependent on auditors to certify management

operations - information that necessitates a move

from the main audit objective to monitoring the

externally reported financial information.
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The development of the audit is being continually

examined by writers who say: " current practice has not

strayed far from that of early corporate America, with the

primary audit focus on financial statement reasonableness."

Recent measures still reveal the material misstatement

focus and more often have depended on the notion of

reasonable assurance in finding out the level of reliance on

audited information. The one thing needed to detect enough

evidence of the reasonable assurance notion as a source of

reliance on audited financial statements is a skim of recent

auditing standards.

Regardless of the above mentioned standards, what

assurance does the public currently expect auditors to

provide? Does the public understands the concept of

reasonable assurance, or they expect absolute assurance,

that is the Gap?

Guy and Sullivan 16 referred to the expectation gap

as follows: "There is a difference between what the public

and financial statement users believe accountants and

auditors are responsible for, and what the accountant and

auditors themselves believe they are responsible for. This

difference is commonly called the expectation gap."

'6 Guy, Jerry Sullivan. "The Expectation Gap Auditin g Standards."
Journal of Accountancy: Apr. 1988: 36-46.
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Auditors are expected by the public and financial

statement users to:

-be more responsible for detecting and reporting fraud

and illegal activities.

-make better material misstatement detection.

-be able to give financial statement users more

valuable information and warning concering the analysis of

the audit process and the possibility of business failure.

-be able to communicate better with audit committees

and others who are interested in valid financial reports.

Several other writers 17 (e.g. Brown 1962; Flint 1971;

Lee 1979) have commented on the change in audit

objectives over the first 150 years. According to these

writers the primary objective of the audit was initially the

detection of fraud and error . But by the middle of the

twentieth century it had developed into the verification of

financial statements. However, evidence exists which

suggests that the need to provide shareholders with

information suitable for investment decision purposes was

appreciated in the second quarter of the nineteenth century.

Shareholders have put more emphasis on large corporations

mainly banking and insurance since they were growing

rapidly. Their main purpose was to get information on the

company's performance rather than on management

' 7 Chandler, Edwards, Malcolm Anderson. "Chan g ing Perception of
the Role of Company Auditor, 1840-1940." Accounting and
Business Research: Vo123, No 92, 1993: 443-459.
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honesty. As for small companies having the shareholders as

owners, fraud detection remained the main objective. Due

to the increased rate in bankruptcy and insolvency, auditors

focused their attention on fraud detection at the end of the

nineteenth century. Thus, due to the auditing operations

inside the companies, auditors found insights on the reasons

of weak and fraudulent management. Moreover,

unreasonable expectations were part of the auditors role due

to the emphasis placed on fraud detection. Thus, auditors

were viewed as "evil detectors" since their capabilities were

overestimated by the public.

In the early 20th century , financial statement

verification was emphasized rather than fraud detection. In

the second half of the 20th century, the gap of

comprehending the audit role, objective, execution or the

level of assurance is still persistence. "It has never yet been

decided what is the character , nature and extent of the

duties of an auditor."
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Analysis of the gap

Porter 18 has analyzed the expectation gap

structure by dividing it into two components:

Performance Gap (Refer to the table on the

next page) defined as "a gap between what society

can reasonably expect auditors to accomplish and

what they are perceived to achieve". The

performance Gap is subdivided into:

-"Deficient standard: A gap between the

duties which can reasonably be expected of auditors

and auditors' existing duties as defined by the law

and professional promulgation.

-Deficient performance: A gap between the

expected standard of performance of auditors'

existing duties and auditors' perceived performance,

as expected and perceived by society."

Reasonabless Gap defined as "a gap

between what society expects auditors to achieve

and what they can reasonably be expected to

accomplish."

' 8 Porter, B. "an Empirical Study of the audit Ex pectation Gap in
Britain." Accounting and Business Research: Vol.24,No.93.
1993: 49-68.
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Structure of the Audit Expectation Performance Gap

eived Performance	 Societys Expectations

of Auditors	 Audit Expectation Performance Gap 	 of Auditors

Performance Gap	 Reasonableness

I	 Gap

Deficient Performance	 I Deficient Standards

Auditors Existing	 Duties Reasonably
Duties (I)	 Expected of Auditors (2)

1) Duties defined by the law and professional promulgations
:2) Duties which are cost-beneficial for auditors to perform
(Porter, B. "an Empirical Study of the audit Expectation Gap in Britain." Accounting and Business Research:

Vol.24,No.93. 1993: 49-68)

Evidence of the Gap

Many statistical surveys have been carried out in

order to ascertain and measure the audit expectation gap:

A national survey was conducted in the USA19 to

gather information on investors views of various aspects of

financial reporting issues. Participants were selected if they

Epstein, Marshall Geiger. "Investor views of Audit Assurance:
Recent Evidence of the Expectation Ga p." Journal of

Accountancy: Jan. 1994: 60-66.
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owned 100 or more shares of stocks listed in the American

or New York stock exchange. In total 246 responses were

obtained representing individuals from all 50 states.

The survey included two separate questions in

which investors were asked about the level of assurance

they believed auditors should provide for detecting material

misstatements as a result of error (unintentional

misstatements) or fraud (intentional misstatement). The

anticipated typical response was reasonable assurance.

However, investors held auditors to a much higher level of

assurance as shown here below:

Error
	

Fraud

No assurance necessary
	

1.67%
	

2.51%

Reasonable assurance
	

51.05%
	

26.36%

Absolute Assurance	 47.28%	 71.13%

For material misstatements due to errors only, about

51% of the investors believed they should receive

reasonable assurance. 47% wanted absolute assurance

that the financial statements are free of material

misstatements due to errors. This unexpected result is

clearly in opposition to the level of assurance stated in the

auditor's report and in current professional standards.
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The unexpected results pale in comparison with the

high assurance levels pursued for the detection of fraud.

More than 70% of investors think that auditors should give

total assurance as to uncovering material misstatement.

Fraud and intentional misrepresentation cannot be detected

in the way misstatements due to errors can be detected, they

are more difficult to detect as formally stated in the

standards in S.A.S. # 53. Most of the investors require from

auditors total assurance that the financial statements do not

include any kind of material misstatement.

The study concluded that an expectation gap exists

in the results between auditors and the public on the

assurance degree or level an audit provides.

Another mail questionnaire survey undertaken

towards the end of 1990 in Britain 20 , had a purpose to

examine whether an expectation gap can be associated with

occupational group membership. The groups that were

selected for study included chartered accountants in public

practice, financial directors, investment analysts, bankers

and financial journalists.

20 Humphrey, Moizer and Turley. "The Audit ExDectation Gap in
Britain : An Empirical Investi gation." Accounting and Business
Research: Vo123, No 91A. 1993: 395-411.
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The questionnaire included three main parts. The

first part included a series of assertions regarding existing

and possible audit role, regulations and audit environment.

The second part consisted of testing the performance of

auditors against various attributes. The third part included

six mini case studies to elicit perceptions about auditors'

reporting of information and the extent of audit work.

In the first part of the questionnaire respondents were

asked to indicate their agreement or disagreement with

statements regarding current auditing practice. The largest

difference was the one related to the statement that "too

much was expected of auditors by the investing community'

Accountants and auditors agreed with the statement, but the

user group disagreed. Auditors felt that they do understand

business problems while user groups generally were less

confident about auditors' capacity in this respect.

Another important difference recorded in the

second part of the questionnaire relates to whether "the

auditor role is to insure that all significant fraud is detected."

Accountants and auditors were least supportive, and users

were the most supportive.
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The third part of the questionnaire revealed

another prominent component of the expectation gap

debate; namely, the proposition that "an audit firm should

not provide management advisory services to its audit

clients." Auditors and accountants strongly disagreed with

this suggestion, whereas financial directors and bankers

weakly disagreed, and financial journalists strongly agreed.

The writers have presented other differences

which confirmed quite clearly that an audit expectation gap

exists on a variety of aspects of the nature of the audit

functions and the perceived performance of auditors. The

survey confirmed that the "critical component of the

expectation gap as at the start of the 1990's has included the

auditor's role in relation to fraud detection, the extent of

auditor's responsibility to third parties, and auditors

independence."

Audit expectation gap and its composition has

been reported in an empirical study" of a mail survey

conducted in 1989. The main purpose was to ascertain the

opinion of auditors interest group in New Zealand regarding

auditors' existing duties, the standard of performance of

these duties, and the duties that auditors should perform.

21 Porter, B. "An Empirical Stud y of the audit Expectation Gap in
Britain." Accounting and Business Research: Vol.24, No.93.
1993: 49-68.
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The groups interested in auditing were

subdivided into two subgroups, namely the "Financial

Community" and the "General Public." The "Financial

Community" represents individuals who are supposed to

have fair knowledge in auditing. The "General Public"

represents individuals less familiar with the audit work.

The results obtained regarding auditor's existing

duties "extracted from laws and promulgation" were as

follows: The Financial Community including auditors have a

fair knowledge about their duties. However, 60% of the

General Public have remote knowledge about auditors

duties. This is an evidence of the existence of a

"Reasonableness Gap."

The results obtained regarding auditors'

performance of their existing duties were as follows: The

Financial Community, (excluding auditors) viewed auditors

performance as unsatisfactory. In contrast, the General

Public seemed satisfied with the performance of the auditors'

duties.
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The results obtained regarding the duties that

should be performed by auditors were: The Financial

Community recognized fewer duties that should be

performed by auditors. The General Public, however,

required a wider range of duties to be performed by auditors.

Solutions to bridge the gap

1-Educate users

Mainly in Britain and the United States, the audit

profession narrowed the gap by taking some positive steps.

The increased public understanding of the audit profession

and its inherent limitations has affected the gap 22. The

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has

devoted its main resources to explaining to the public the

auditor's existing role in the financial reporting procedure and

an audit's inevitable limitations. To communicate an audit's

merits and limitations, increased educational efforts with

clients at shareholders meetings, in professional and civic

organizations and every available juncture should be used.

Another way of educating the public is through the

continuous use of the audit report explicitly indicating

22 Epstein, Marshall Geiger. "Investor views of Audit Assurance:
Recent Evidence of the Expectation Gap." Journal of

Accountancy: Jan. 1994: 60-66.
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reasonable assurance 23 . The audit's report should be

continuously evaluated to test its wording and its influence

on investors, bankers, government and court officials.

Standard setters should take extreme caution in learning

how the changes in audit report affect the perceptions by

various users.

An investor who has more education concerning

accounting, finance and investment analysis, was found to

require less absolute audit assurance. Thus, increased

awareness and education seem to be viable ways to bridge

the gap.

Users should be "educated" - the profession should

"face Reality" and improve relations by setting forth, through

the wording in the audit report, a role consistent with what

the public expects and the court demands24.

23 Epstein, Marshall Geiger. "Investor views of Audit Assurance:
Recent Evidence of the Expectation Ga p." Journal of

Accountancy: Jan. 1994: 60-66.

24 Landsittel, David. "The Auditor's Standard Report: The Last
Word or in Need of Change. ? Journal of Accountancy: Feb.

1987: 80-84.
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2-Revise standards

Recent auditing standards are not clear in explaining

the auditor's responsibility regarding material errors

(unintentional mistakes) and irregularities (fraud). The

standards set recognizes the auditor's responsibility, within

the limitations inherent in the auditing process, to plan the

testing and searching for material errors and irregularities.

Moreover, these standards with their valuable language,

make auditors conclude that finding errors and irregularities

are not part of their work unless they face them in their

planned audit procedures. If the public's expectations gap

are to be met, auditing standards must be revised25.

In response to the above concerns, the Accounting

Standard Board ASB has issued nine Statements on

Auditing Standards (SAS) which some of them are worth

referring to. SAS # 53, "The auditor's responsibility to detect

and report errors and irregularities" explains the auditor's

responsibility for material misstatements in a more

understandable manner and provides guidance on how to

improve the detection of such misstatements. A critical

paragraph in SAS #53 is the responsibility paragraph: "The

auditor should assess the risk that errors and irregularities

21 Connor,J. "Enhancing Dublic Confidence in the Accounting
Profession." Journal of Accountancy: 1986: 76-83.
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may cause the financial statements to contain a material

misstatement. Based on that assessment, the auditor

should design the audit to provide reasonable assurance of

detecting errors and irregularities that are material to the

financial statements." . SAS # 53 makes the responsibility

of auditors higher by obligating them to design the audit to

provide reasonable assurance of detection. Besides, the

standard acknowledges that some irregularities - mainly

forgery and collusion - may preclude a well designed and

practiced audit from detecting and uncovering a material

irregularity.

SAS26 No. 54 "Illegal Acts by Clients" establishes the

same responsibility for violations of laws or governmental

regulations that have a direct and material effect on the

financial statements.

SAS No. 58 "Reports on Audited Financial

statements" revises the auditor's standard report , replacing

the standard jargon with clearer description of the auditor's

responsibility, the work the auditor does and the assurance

the auditor provides.

26 Guy, Jerry Sullivan. "The Expectation Gap Auditing Standards."
Journal of Accountancy: Apr. 1988: 36-46.
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Another new standard SAS No. 59 "The Auditor's

Consideration of an Entity's Ability to continue as a going

concern," obligates the auditor in every audit to evaluate

whether there is substantial doubt about the client's ability to

continue in business . If indeed such doubt exists, the

auditor must include an explanatory paragraph in the audit

report.

3-New Auditor's Report

It is not difficult to ascertain that a problem exists with

the present auditor's report. The widely publicized auditor

"Expectation Gap" is premised on the observation that our

profession does not effectively communicate its roles and

responsibilities27 . Several changes have been proposed

that would help auditors in communicating more clearly their

opinion. However, these modifications do not inherently

change the auditor's responsibility for planning and

executing the audit. Specifically, the standard auditor's

report was modified in 1948 to communicate better to the

public what an audit was and to present the auditor's opinion

more clearly28 . In addition, the last modification to the

auditor's report took place in 1988 when it was found that it

Landsittel, David. "The Auditor's Standard Report: The Last
Word or in Need of Chan ge.?" Journal of Accountancy: Feb.
1987: 80-84.

Epstein, Marshall Geiger. "Investor views of Audit Assurance:
Recent Evidence of the Expectation Gap." Journal of
Accountancy: Jan. 1994: 60-66.
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contributed to the public's confusion. The major changes

reported were the management's' responsibility for the

financial statements rather than the auditors; in addition to

the auditors responsibility to provide reasonable assurance

that the financial statements are free of material errors29.

Finally, several authors have concluded their papers

by stressing on the continuous change of auditor's

responsibilities to meet the changing conditions. Two of

these conclusions are worth noting:

- As a profession, CPA's continually must assess

public reaction to their stated role in financial reporting as

well as determine the public's perception of the type and

level of assurances believed or desired to be provided by

auditors30.

- Because CPA's have tong accepted responsibilities

to both preparers and users of financial information, the

profession has a duty to continually assess auditing

standards in light of the expectations, concerns, and criticism

of others31.

29 Guy, Jerry Sullivan. "The Expectation Gap Auditin g Standards."
Journal of Accountancy: Apr. 1988 : 36-46.

30 Epstein, Marshall Geiger. "Investor views of Audit Assurance:
Recent Evidence of the Expectation Ga p." Journal of
Accountancy: Jan. 1994: 60-66.

31 Guy, Jerry Sullivan. "The Expectation Gag Auditing Standards."
Journal of Accountancy: Apr. 1988: 36-46.
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Chapter III

Procedures and Methodolociy

The Expectation Gap problem has been dealt with

by many international researchers and writers, and this was

the subject of debates on the pages of several professional

journals. This study replicated the work done in those

journals and tried to assess the magnitude of the

"Expectation Gap" between auditors and the public in the

local market through an empirical survey. This survey was

inspired from a mail survey based on a questionnaire

undertaken towards the end of 1990 by the members of the

Department of Accounting and Finance, University of
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Manchester and the School of Business and Economic

Studies, University of Leeds, and financially supported by

Ernest and Young. The purpose of that survey was to

ascertain the perceptions of individuals about audit

expectations issues in Britain32.

The sample which was elicited in the research

consisted of individuals who were directly or indirectly

affected by auditing. The sample included professionals and

employees who had enough business or working

experience that allowed them to understand fairly the

questions of this research.

The questions of the research were not supposed to

measure the level of education or the degree of general

knowledge of each profession in Lebanon, but rather to

measure the levels of agreement or disagreement of the

understanding of the duties of auditors. Consequently,

questions were aimed to measure the magnitude of the gap

in understanding auditing profession among the various

groups of professionals.

32 Humphrey, Moizer and Turley. "The Audit Expectation Gap in
Britain : An Empirical Investigation." Accounting and Business
Research: Vo123, No 91A. 1993: 395-411.
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The Population of the Study

The population of the study consisted of all the

Lebanese professionals including bankers, lawyers,

independent auditors, accountants, and professors who

were directly affected by the auditing service.

The Sample Size of the Study

A representative sample size of each category was

randomly selected and surveyed as shown in table below:

Bankers	 30

Lawyers	 30

Accoutants	 30

Auditors	 30

Professors	 30

150

Accountants and Auditors represented Financial

Occupations.

Bankers, Lawyers, and professors represented non-

financial professions. Bankers included Credit officers,

Branch managers, Head of Depatments. Lawyers were
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selected from the official list of the syndicate of lawyers.

Professors were selected from the business schools of

various universities,

Instrumentation or Measures used to Collect Data

The main tool in collecting data for this study was

a questionnaire provided in Appendix A in three different

languages: Arabic, English, and French. The questionnaire

was divided into five main parts. These parts answered the

research questions that are listed in chapter one. In

addition, This questionnaire was distributed to the above

selected sample. Since not all the people that were

surveyed responded, an expected number of respondents

was estimated.

Conceptual Framework for Analvzinci the Data

The method used to analyze the data collected from

the questionnaire was the multiple regression analysis. This

method permits the examination of two or more independent

variables on the dependent variable. In this study, the

independent variables were represented by the different

occupations. The influence of these different occupations on

the dependent variable, or "The Expectation Gap", was

studied.
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CHAPTER IV

Findings Of The Study

In this chapter, the researcher presented the findings

of chapter one research question and hypothesis:

Question:

Do individuals of different professions look at auditors

from different perspectives?

Hypothesis:

In Lebanon, there are variances in the views of

different professions about the auditor's role and

responsibility
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TABLE T-1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

ZRE-L

.40771
-.33060
1.77802
1.74983

-1.08255
.07272
.29532

-.52239
85121

1.10985
-.34546
-.04579
-.20123
-.43572
-.51493
-.04579
.34662

-1.29727
1.18232

-1.29091
-.15074
-.23391

-1.71833
-.94000
-.64812

-1.85763
-1.20284
-1.35574

-.29261
-.09690

-1.04571
-.33749
.29872

-1.12569
.02340
.25201

-.49251
.08035
.14327

-.38403
-.40625
1.05666
1.23367

-1.45614
.69619

1.32268
.26031

1.05708
.77921
.72973

7%TQ

2.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
24.00
25.00
26.00
27.00
28.00
29.00
30.00
31.00
32.00
33.00
34.00
35.00
36.00
37.00
38.00
39.00
40.00
41.00
42.00
43.00
44.00
45.00
46.00
47.00
48.00
49.00
50.00
51.00
52.00
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ZRB-L
	

No

51
52
53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60
61
62
63
64
65

66

67

68
69

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

95

96

97

98
99

100

1.24683
.85413
.87131

1.02120
2.08609
1.34621
.61899
.77921

-.38682
-.27538
-.10346

-1.38009
.48958

-.50667

-1.10520
-.83543

-.63736
-.33509

-1.04431
-1.43240

-.64898
.87891

-.82708
.18233
.93314
.81393

1.08925
1.81604
.88592

2.12081
.85121

1.23367
.54117
.56382
.80034

1.63946
-.90231
-.74542
-.21820
-.85808
-.15241

-1.77870
-.89975
-.40625

-1.26022
-1.47816

-.54760
-.74449
-.37038
-1.61959

53.00
54.00
55.00

56.00
57.00
SB.00
59.00
60.00
61.00
62.00
63.00
64.00
65.00
66.00
67.00
68.00
69.00
70.00
71.00
72.00
73.00
74.00
75.00
76.00
77.00
78.00
79.00
80.00
81.00
82.00
83.00
84.00
85.00
86.00
87.00
88.00
89.00
90.00
91.00
92.00
93.00
94.00
95.00
96.00
97.00
98.00
99.00

100.00
101.00
102.00
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101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

ZRB-L

-1.25614
.76562

-1.13585
-.38469
-.16025
.0745 1

-.66339
.22953

-.73245
.64599

1.23279
-.99783
1.64115
.54117

-2.03538
1.05666
-.93366
-.67077

-1.17984
1.64115
1.29725
1.05410
-.92795

-1.22440
-.88872
1.00368

-1.16191
-.0354 1
.80290

-.65679
.43029

-1.01938
-.38403
.99673

-.65679
1.07888
-.99460
-.83939
1.25435
.90164

1.11294
2.28839

-1.69355
.65891

1.74785
-1.32314

.40515
1.00623
1.26040
1. 16 123

103.00
104.00
105.00
106.00
107.00
108.00
109.00
110.00
111.00
112.00
113.00
114.00
115.00
116.00
117.00
118.00
119.00
120.00
121.00
122.00
123.00
124.00
125.00
126.00
127.00
128.00
129.00
130.00
131.00
132.00
133.00
134.00
135.00
136.00
137.00
138.00
139.00
140.00
141.00
142.00
143.00
144.00
145.00
146.00
147.00
148.00
149.00
150.00
151.00
152.00
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151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185

ZRB-L

.81649
-1.23757
1.54663
.56636

-.53023
.33735

-.60264
-.40041
-.65375
-.06217
-.98746
-.58177
-.94209
1.40183

-1.04782
-.68736
-.28875
-.68845
-.43725
-.42197
.09328

1.54129
1.00059
1.60517
.66 147
.80290

-.20702
-.86138
-.22429
-.16566
-.07398

-1.73192
-1.56076
-1.27594

-.84800

'NO

153.00
154.00
155.00
156.00
157.00
158.00
159.00
160.00
161.00
162.00
163.00
164.00
165.00
166.00
167.00
168.00
169.00
170.00
171.00
172.00
173.00
174.00
175.00
176.00
177.00
178.00
179.00
180.00
181.00
182.00
183.00
184.00
185.00
186.00
187.00

Number of cases read: 185 Number of cases listed: 185
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The second and third tests were conducted on the

questionnaire itself to test its reliability and validity.

First of all, Factor analysis was conducted to establish

the construct validity of the instrument used; the

questionnaire. In other words, this analysis studied whether

the instrument was measuring what it was suppose to

measure. The results are shown in table T-2. From a total

of 35 questions, 20 questions were measuring what they

were suppose to measure, and 15 questions were rejected.

The 20 questions that were valid are listed in table T-2 on

the next page.
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TABLE T-2

FACTOR ANALYSIS -----------

Analysis number I Listwise deletion of cases with missing values

Extraction I for analysis 1, Principal Components Analysis (PC)

Initial Statistics:

Variable Communality Factor Eigenvalue Pct of Var Cum Pct

111Q15	 1.00000 *	 5.50398	 27.5	 27.5

111Q16	 1.00000 * 2	 2.27148	 11.4	 38.9

111Q17	 1.00000 * 3	 1.97305	 9.9	 48.7

IIQIO	 1.00000 * 4	 1.62194	 8.1	 56.9

IIQ11	 1.00000 * 5	 1.20569	 6.0	 62.9

11Q12	 1.00000 * 6	 1.00345	 5.0	 67.9

Variable Communality Factor Eigenvalue Pct of Var Cum Pct

llQ13	 1.00000 * 7	 .89201	 4.5	 72.4

lIQ8	 1.00000 * 8	 .86589	 4.3	 76.7

llQ9	 1.00000 * 9	 .77551	 3.9	 80.6

IQ1	 1.00000 * 10	 .63211	 3.2	 83.7

107	 1.00000 * 11	 .56516	 2.8	 86.6

lVl9	 1.00000 * 12	 .49301	 2.5	 89.0

1V20	 1.00000 * 13	 .48055	 2.4	 91.4

IV22	 1.00000 * 14	 .36624	 1.8	 94.8

V29	 1.00000 * 16	 .29919	 1.5	 96.3

V30	 1.00000 * 17	 .24647	 1.2	 97.6

V31	 1.00000 * 18	 .20379	 1.0	 98.6

V32	 1.00000 * 19	 .16267	 .8	 99.4

V33	 1.00000 * 20	 .12169	 .6	 100.0
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In addition to the Factor analysis, it was found that the

grouped questions were 91.38% correctly classified and this

is represented in table T-3.

TABLE 1-3

Classification results -

No. of Predicted	 Group Membership

Actual Group Cases	 0	 1

Group	 0
	

81	 72
	

9

others
	

88.9%
	

11.1%

Group	 1
	

35	 1
	

34

accaud
	

2.9%
	

97.1%

116

Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified: 91.38%

Classification processing summary

- 116 (Unweighted) cases were processed.

- 0 cases were excluded for missing or out-of-

range group codes.

- 0 cases had at least one missing discriminating

variable.

- 116 (Unweighted) cases were used for printed

output.
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Pattern Matrix:

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

V33

V32

V30

V31

V28

V29

.90446

.89018

.86279

.73467

.71129

.69843

	.00641	 -.04941	 .00739	 .00270

	

-.13767	 -.00599	 -.11798	 .04177

	

.05469	 -.05734	 -.03886	 .11183

	

.00269	 .15932	 -.01088	 .06372

	

.00265	 .12598	 .15558	 -.10346

	

.06962	 .09906	 .15384	 .02634

IllQl7	 .08057	 .89122	 .05826	 .04118	 -.05027

111Q15	 -.19527	 .88833	 .06395	 .13741	 .16154

1llQ16	 .14121	 .62927	 -.11145	 -.24976	 -.10430

11Q13

IIQ1O

11Q9

IIQ1I

11Q12

I 1Q8

	

.01917	 .18257

	

-.00517	 -.02521

	

.25166	 .04620

	

.30281	 .07930

	

.03642	 -.02276

	

-.04332	 -.14520

	

.74258	 -.11186	 .09742

	

.73347	 .03613	 .03678

	

.60801	 .06105	 -.19892

	

.58924	 .05834	 .14415

	

.55573	 -.06643	 -.24828

	

.54700	 .08328	 .18096

1V20	 .02466	 -.25741	 .02628	 .74535	 .06455

lV22	 .05038	 .17213	 -.15441	 .73446	 -.19175

IV1 9	 .01967	 .03579	 .07901	 .71536	 .05810

1Q7	 -.01740	 .05823	 .15401	 -.03628	 .87050

IQ1	 .30913	 -.04916	 -.17691	 -.04071	 .62321
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As was previously mentioned, the questionnaire was

divided into five main sections. In the Pattern Matrix at the

bottom of table T-3 each part of the five sections of the

questionnaire was measuring one dimension. The Pattern

Matrix shows that the questions were highly correlated with

the respective factor while low correlation existed with other

factors. A summary of each factor and its corresponding

measure is presented here below:

• Factor I

• Factor 2

• Factor 3

• Factor 4

• Factor 5

Auditor's Success

Auditor's Responsibility

Auditor's Role

Auditor's imposed Regulations and

Prohibitions

Auditing Process

Factor 1, for example, is measuring auditor's

success. The respective questions 28 through 33 were

highly correlated with factor I, while low correlation existed

with factors 2, 3, 4, and 5. As a result, this confirms that the

questionnaire was valid.
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The Reliability analysis was conducted to measure

whether the five sections of the instrument were consistent

in measuring what they were suppose to measure. The

reliability test was represented in the alpha coefficient. If

alpha was greater than 0.60, then the grouped questions

were accepted as being reliable. Table T-4 shows the value

of alpha for each part

TABLE T-4

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - SCALE (ALPHA)

Mean	 Std Dev Cases

1. IIIQ15
	

4.5345

2. 111Q16
	 5.2069

3. 111Q17
	

4.1724

Reliability Coefficients

NofCases	 116.0

Alpha = .7572

	

2.0019	 116.0

	

1.5465	 116.0

	

2.1029	 116.0

N of Items = 3
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1. IIQIO

2. IIQII

3. 11Q12

4. 11Q13

5. 11Q8

6. 11Q9

Mean

4.9914

4.9741

4.8017

5.7672

6.0431

5.6810

Std Dev Cases

	1.5742	 116.0

	

1.6653	 116.0

	

1.7556	 116.0

	

1.3472	 116.0

	

1.3344	 116.0

	

1.2961	 116.0

Reliability Coefficients

NofCases	 116.0
	

N of Items = 6

Alpha = .7537

Std Dev Cases

	1.6371	 116.0

	

1.5775	 116.0

Mean

1. IQ1	 5.3448

2. 1Q7	 5.2241

Reliability Coefficients

Nof Cases = 116.0

Alpha = 5037

NofItems 2

Mean
	

Std Dev Cases

1. 1V19
	

4.3793
	

2.0330	 116.0

2. lV2O
	

4.4138
	

1.8839	 116.0

3. lV22
	

4.1638
	

1.9334	 116.0

Reliability Coefficients

Nof Cases = 116.0
	

N of Items = 3

Alpha	 .6016
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I. V28

2. V29

3. V30

4. V31

5. V32

6. V33

Mean

5.5603

5.1034

5.0862

5.2241

5.4310

5.3190

Std Dev Cases

	

1.2531	 116.0

	

1.3014	 116.0

	

1.6074	 116.0

	

1.4925	 116.0

	

1.5335	 116.0

	

1.4117	 116.0

Reliability Coefficients

Nof Cases = 116.0
	

N of Items = 6

Alpha = .9077

Out of the five sections, four had a value of alpha

that is greater than 0.60, and were thus accepted as being

reliable. Only part I had a weak alpha of 0.5037 which is not

acceptable. The two questions of part one were the

following:

Question # I in the questionnaire

Too much is expected from auditors by the public

Question # 7 in the questionnaire

The quality of audit work is adequately regulated by

the audit profession
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The researcher did not put much emphasis on this

part since the two questions were not testing the core

subject of this research.

Finally, the most important analysis that was

conducted for this study is the canonical discriminate

analysis. This test measures the magnitude or the distance

of variations between the different groups or professions. It

was found that among the twenty questions that were valid,

eight questions were discriminating between the group

membership. Table T-5 presents the eight questions as well

as the canonical correlation of 0.7502 which is highly

significant.

TABLE T-5

Summary Table

Canonical Discriminant Functions

Pct of Cum Canonical After Wilks

Fcn Eigenvalue Variance Pct 	 Corr	 Fcn Lambda Chi-square df Sig

0.437163 91.020	 8 .0000

1* 1.2875 100.00 100.00 .7502

Marks the 1 canonical discriminant functions remaining in the analysis.
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(continue Table 5)

Standardized canonical discriminant function coefficients

Func 1

V28	 .80204 Auditors are successful in detecting errors and

irregularities

1V19	 -.39445 The audit firm should not provide consultancy

services to its audit clients

1V22	 -.28154 The audit firm should have a maximum period of

audit for a firm

IQ1	 .44622 Too much is expected from auditors by the public

IIQ1 1	 .73583 The auditor should insure that the company is

being run efficiently

11Q13	 -.45272 The auditor should insure that the balance sheet

provides a fair valuation of the company

llQ8	 -.82255 The auditor should insure that all significant

fraud is detected

lllQ16	 .34093 Auditors have a legal responsibility for any loss

to existing creditors

From these eight questions, questions 28 and 8

represented the highest canonical correlation. A closer look

at these two questions demonstrated that they were both

testing the same concept, namely the auditor's responsibility

for detection of errors and fraud, which were the core subject

of this research.
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CHAPTER V

Summary and Implication

This resarch has been conducted to find out if the

Audit Expectation Gap exists in Lebanon. Lebanon is

witnissing many changes in the private and public sector:

- The stock exchange and money market is in

the process of activation; a secondary market for the

trading of Solidere shares has already begun.
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- An increasing number of multinational and

foreign potential investors are about to take decisions

to open branches in Lebanon or to invest in new

corporations.

All the above give rise to the importance of financial

data, and especially reliable financial statements on which

shareholders and managers depend in making decisions.

From here comes the role of auditors who give reliability to

the financial statements by expressing their opinion through

issuing reports.

Except for the law that has been issued recently in

which a body of authority has been established for the

certified Lebanese auditors, the standards of auditing

whether "Generaly Accepted" or "International" are not well

recognized neither by the Lebanese legislators nor by the

private business enterprises. Consequently, the audit

profession is still governed by few paragraphs in the

Lebanese Code of Commerce and Money and Banking law.

As a result, the auditor's responsibility is still not well defined.

The traditional and legal views about the auditor's

responsibility and role in the auditing standards and

guidelines seemed to be in conflict, and this was the reason

from which emerged the need for this research.
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Chapter IV summerized the findings of the opinion of

many groups of the Lebanese business sector about

auditors role and resposibility. In this chapter the researcher

summarizes the question and hypothesis previously

mentioned:

Question:

Do individuals of different professions look at auditors

from different perspectives.

Hypothesis:

in Lebanon, there are variances in the views of

different professions about the auditor's role and

responsibility.

The researcher accepts the hypothesis that there are

variances in the views of different business groups in

Lebanon about the auditor responsibility. This was

evidenced by the result obtained in the cononical

discrimination anlysis, and more precisely in the answers to

questions eight and twenty eight which dealt with the auditor

resposibility and success in detecting frauds and errors - The

public beleive that auditors should detect frauds , while

auditors see this as a secondary duty.
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The analysis also answered the question "Do

individuals of different professions look at auditors from

different perspectives," in that views about auditing are not

equally scored among the different solicited groups.

Conclusion:

Bridging the Expectation Gap

The solutions for bridging the audit Expectation Gap

are similar whether suggested In Lebanon or abroad.

However, the audit profession is supposed to experience

substantial changes due to the establishment of the

"Lebanese Association of Certified Public Accountants."

This local association has the responsibility to:

- set up local field and reporting standards which are

similar to International Standards on Auditing or simply force

its members to adopt these standards.

- set up continuous professional education and

training programs in order to enhance the qualifications of

the existing staff of the audit firms.
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- set up new examinations and prerequisites for new

auditors.

- the association has to carry out an educational

program for users of financial statements in order to explain

the role of auditors and the limits of their responsibility.This

program could be achieved through seminars or issuance of

regular publications.

In the researcher's opinion, this study which

represents a primitive empirical research should be

replicated and applied on a wider range of respondants to

add more evidence on the existence of the Expectation Gap,

which will add confidence to the results found earlier.
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Name	 :.

Age

Profession

DLajer

OFinancial Manager or Chief Accountant

DAuditor

DProfessor

OBanker

Other, please specify

Years of Experience

Origin of Education

OLebanon

DAbroad

Thank you for your cooperation
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Circle the number that would best indicate whether you:

1- Strongly Disagree

2- Disagree

3- Slightly Disagree

4- Neutral

5- Slightly Agree

6- Agree

7- Strongly Agree

Questions about auditors and the auditing process

1- Too much is expected from auditors by the public

2- Auditors are too concerned with keeping company management happy

3- An audit is of very little benefit to a company

4- Audits generally take too long to complete

5- Auditors do not understand the problems of business

6- Audits provide significant protection against fraud

7- The quality of audit work is adequately regulated by the audit

profession

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

Questions about the Auditor's role with respect to the audited company

The auditor should insure that:

8- all significant fraud is detected

9- a satisfactory system of internal control is being operated

10- the future viability of the company is not in doubt

11- the company is being run efficiently

12- the appropriate governmental authorities have been informed

of any significant malpractice

13- The balance sheet provides a fair valuation of the company

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567
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Questions about to Whom the Auditor should be Responsible

In case the company's financial statements are significantly misstated and the Audit Report
fails to disclose the true position. Auditors have a legal responsibility for any loss resulting from the
reliance on the audited financial statements to:

14- Existing shareholders 	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

15- Potential shareholders	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

16- Existing creditors	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

17-Potential creditors	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Questions about Re gulations and Prohibitions on auditors

The audit firm should

18- Prohibit its members from owning shares or interest in its

audit clients

19- Not provide management consultancy services to its audit clients

20- Not act primarily to make profit

21- Not be able to earn 15% of total income from any one audited

client

22- Have a maximum period of audit for a firm

23- Have its appointment and fee determined by a body independent

of the client

24- Have limited liability determined by statute

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

Questions of whether Auditors Are Successful at Particular Activities

Auditors are successful in

25- Acquiring information

26- Coping with risk and uncertainty

27- Making profits

28- Detecting errors and irregularities

29- Forming correct judgments

30-Acting independently without regard to self interest

31- Enforcing legal requirements

32-Reporting truthfully

33-Communicating effectively

34-Limiting their own legal liability

35-Providing useful information to clients

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567
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Nom	 :.

Age	 :.

Profession

LiAvocat

LiFinancier ou Chef Comptable

U Commissaire aux comptes

LI Professeur

UBanquier

Autre, veuillez specifier

Années D'experience

Origine de votre education

LiLiban

LI Ailleurs

Merci pour votre cooperation
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Encerclez le nombre gui indigue au mieux Si VOUS:

Etes opposes avec force_i
Etes opposes 2
Etes opposes lég6rement_3
Etes neutre	 4
Acceptez 1egerement.__.5
Acceptez	 6
Acceptez avec force	 7

Questions concernant Ic Drocédé d'auditing

1. Le public attend beaucoup des cominissaires aux comptes 	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. Les comntissaires aux comptes sont trop concernés a maintenir La direction

de la societe satisfaite

3. L' auditing présente peu d'intérêt a la societe

4. L'auditing, en général, prend beaucoup de temps pour s'accomplir

5. Les commissaires aux comptes ne comprennent pas les problèmes des

entreprises

6. La revision des comptes assure une protection importante contre la fraude

7. La qualité du travail de la revision est adequatement règlementer par La

profession du conunissaire aux comptes

12 3 4 5 6 7

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

Questions concernant le role du comniissaire aux comptes par rapport a La societe concernée

Le comntissaire aux comptes doit s'assurer que:

8. toute fraude importante doit We relevee

9. un système efficace de contrôle interne est mis en place

10.La future viabiite de la societe n'est pas en question

11.La societe est efficacement dirigée

12.les authoritées gouvemementales appropriées ont été informé de toute

mauvaise conduite importante

13.Le bilan reflete La situation finaciere reelle de l'entreprise

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567
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Questions: Envers qui le comniissaire aux comptes doit être responsable?
Au cas ou les etats financiers de la societe sont corrompus d'une façon importante et ,au cas ou le
rapport ne reussit pas a refleter Ia situation financiere réelle, envers qui le commissaire aux
comptes a-t-il une responsabilite legale pour toute perte provenant d'une decision prise?

14. Les presents actionnaires
	

1234567

15. les actionnaires potentiels
	

1234567

16. les presents creanciers
	

1234567

17. les créanciers potentiels 1234567

Questions concernant les réglements et les interdictions imposes aux commissaires aux comptes

La Maison de Revision

18. doit interdire ses membres de posséder des actions ou d'avoir des interêts

dans les entreprise sujettes a la revision 	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

19. ne doit pas fournir des services de consultations administratives a ses clients 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

20. ne doit pas agir pour realiser tin profit

21. ne doit gagner plus que 15% du total du revenu de n'importe quel client

22. doit avoir tine duréc limitee pour la revision

23. doit etre nomme et avoir ses honoraires determines par tine institution

indépendante du client

24. doit avoir tine responsabilité limitée determinée par un statut

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

Questions montrant si les comniissaires aux comptes réussissent dans des acivités particulières

Les commissaires aux comptes reussissent a:

25. acquérir des informations

26. s'adapter aux risques et aux incertitudes

27. realiser des profits

28. découvrir les erreurs et les irrégularités

29. aboutir a des jugements correctes

30. agir indépendement sans considérer l'interêt personel

31. renforcer les exigences légales

32. rediger les rapports sincères

33. conununiquer effectivement

34. limiter leurs propres responsabilités légales

35. fournir des services outils aux clients

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567
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